Fuse-ushi

Join VIP to remove all ads and videos. Guardian Spirits can be chosen to provide the player
with certain benefits. Fuse-Ushi is a bull spirit that protects believers from misfortune. Bovines
have long served alongside humans, providing their strength in agriculture and other ways to
support our lives. For this reasons, some civilizations actually ban the consumption of their
meat and venerate them as a sign of thanks. Pat its stomach as a sign of respect, and the
Fuse-Ushi will absorb negative Ki. The great Kuroda Nagamasa decorated his helm with a bull
ornament in hopes of becoming a fierce warrior with a heart as gentle as the Fuse-Ushi. I think
this guardian spirit deserves more consideration among Nioh's players. When you use a Living
Weapon might and action are the main keys. Tenacity and Amrita gauge rate are important for
specific moments of the fight but not always, but if you use the LW correctly, you don't need to
maintain it to infinite or to have a stronger defense at low health. Instead I agree passive bonus
from FUse-ushi are ignorable. Spirit requirement for: Guard Ki reduction is 7 Vs Poison is 9 Life
recovery from amrita absorption is 11 Recurring damage from poison is either at 5 or 6. Sign In
Help Sign Out. Toggle navigation. Search Results. The higher it is, the more you can use it.
Tenacity The effectiveness of a Living Weapon that is active when your Life is under a certain
level. Amrita Gauge Rate The rate at which you gain Amrita. The higher it is, the qicker the
gauge fills. When the Amrita gauge hits maximum, you can invoke a Living Weapon. Join the
page discussion Tired of anon posting? Submit Submit Close. Load more. The rate at which you
gain Amrita. Guardian Spirit. Join VIP to remove all ads and videos. Guardian Spirits are special
entities in Nioh 2 that the player can be imbued to characters to gain protection and special
effects. Nioh 2 Guardian Spirits are unique in that they can be attuned to Soul Cores and thus
unlock Yokai Skills for players to activate special abilities. While in Yokai Shift, any damage you
receive will not affect your health or Ki, depleting your Yokai Shift Gauge instead. The Yokai
Shift Gauge will also deplete with time, transforming you back into human form when it is fully
depleted. Attune your Guardian Spirit with a specific Soul Core and you'll be able to perform the
Yokai Skills associated with the core. Each Soul Core possesses a unique power, each
requiring differing amounts of Yokai Force to activate. A Guardian Spirit can be attuned to up to
two Soul Cores, each one corresponding to a different slot and activation command. A Guardian
Spirit that takes the form of a white fox, and the foremost messenger of the fox deity, Inari. A
humanoid guardian spirit possessing butterfly wings and antenae, Janomecho is said to have a
strong connection with death and the soul, and that all who speak its real name die-- hence why
people call it janomecho, a type of butterfly known as "Minois dryas" in English. After enough
progression has been made in game, the player can have two at one time, with one being the
Primary Guardian Spirit with all of its benefits and the other being a Secondary Guardian Spirit,
with the effect with this symbol applying at half it's normal effect. In addition, you gain another
passive bonus for having a certain combination of Guardian Spirits:. Melee Damage vs. Faster
Ki Recovery Surrounded. Increased Attack Surrounded. Damage Bonus Enemies Defeated D-.
Ki Consumption Yokai Shift Late to the party, but the requirements might be a good addition if
anyone feels like it. How to activate guardian spirit on death? It was happening I. My 1st
playthrough but in my 2nd playthrough I changed the stat and skill and now it's not happening.
I've been using 2 lightning guardians with about 5 pieces of the Obsidian Samurai set for
increased effectiveness. This set up has carried me through most of the game, as it would
appear not many enemies are too resistant to lightning. Sign In Help Sign Out. Toggle
navigation. Search Results. Build Guides. Makami A wolf spirit that increases Fire Resistance.
Power : x1. Power : x0. Limit : 17 Yokai Shift : Brute. Ame-no-Mitori A bird spirit that boost Ki
recovery rate. Limit : 15 Yokai Shift : Feral. Kagewani A shark spirit that Boost Life. Limit : 18 Y.
Shift : Phantom. Limit : 16 Yokai Shift : Brute. Masaru A monkey spirit than enables auto-Greave
recovery. Limit : 17 Yokai Shift : Feral. Shirohami A viper spirit that increases the soul core drop
rate. Limit : 21 Yokai Shift : Brute. Limit : 18 Yokai Shift : Brute. Limit : 22 Yokai Shift : Feral.
Rokugezo An elephant spirit that increases the player's toughness. Limit : 17 Y. Usura-Hicho A
butterfly spirit that boost Life Recovery. Limit : 14 Y. Hiyokucho A dual-head bird that boosts Ki
Atk. Limit : 16 Yokai Shift : Feral. Limit : 23 Y. Atlas Bear A Bear that provides damage bonus
Atk. Limit : 20 Yokai Shift : Brute. Limit : 24 Y. Gyokuto A Rabbit guardian spirit that reduces ki
consumption. Limit : 20 Yokai Shift : Feral. Saoirse An aquatic guardian spirit boost defense.
Limit : 20 Y. Yumehami A boar-like guardian spirit that provides Anima bonus. Limit : 21 Y. Limit
: 24 Yokai Shift : Brute. Hakutaku A human form guardian spirit increases Yokai Ability Damage.
Inosasao A boar guardian spirit that reduces damage taken. Itokuri A spider guardian spirit that
increases item drop rate. Kuzunoha the Fox A Guardian Spirit that takes the form of a white fox,
and the foremost messenger of the fox deity, Inari. Janomecho A humanoid guardian spirit
possessing butterfly wings and antenae, Janomecho is said to have a strong connection with
death and the soul, and that all who speak its real name die-- hence why people call it
janomecho, a type of butterfly known as "Minois dryas" in English. Ho-oh A guardian spirit that

reduces the damage taken from Yokai. Oh A bird-like spirit that helps life recover. Amabie A
jumping fish spirit that can improve your healing ability. Suzaku A phoenix spirit that deals burn
damage. Sohaya A dragon-like spirit that can shoot enemies from afar. Baku A boar-like spirit
that corrupts enemies. Join the page discussion Tired of anon posting? Submit Submit Close. I
miss Aya-Komori. Load more. Amrita Bonus Inflict Purified C. Anima Bonus Confused Enemy D.
Log In Sign Up. Keep me logged in on this device Forgot your username or password? Don't
have an account? Sign up for free! What do you need help on? Cancel X. Topic Archived. Sign
Up for free or Log In if you already have an account to be able to post messages, change how
messages are displayed, and view media in posts. User Info: closetkpopfan. I'd say fuse-ushi
better talisman attack as well is better for full health LW but worse for critical version since it
does recover your health when gain amrita and yes you can keep any of those for 2 minutes
hard cap for LW fun time as long as you have high spirit, amrita gain, amrita gain on LW,
saoirse as secondary spirit and so on keep in mind that shin-roku is easier to keep the LW up
More topics from this board What do the icons mean on the Region map? Tech Support 2
Answers Quitting mid mission?? General 2 Answers Best build for doing crazy damage? Build 2
Answers I seem to be completely unable to do a ki pulse, but i could earlier in the game. Build 2
Answers Can't go online? Tech Support 3 Answers. Ask A Question. Browse More Questions.
Keep me logged in on this device. Forgot your username or password? User Info:
closetkpopfan closetkpopfan 3 years ago 1 I plan to use the Raging Bull set so is the bonus for
using Fuse-ushi worth it over using roku? They're fairly identical in other LW stats, with Fuse
being a bit more durable. I guess Fuse probably has the better talisman attack though. If I get
amrita gain on all my armor, and accessories, would I be able to keep either of those guardians
up for a reasonable amount of time in LW? Going to give this a final try, some questions
spoilers. Tech Support. Quitting mid mission?? Best build for doing crazy damage? I seem to
be completely unable to do a ki pulse, but i could earlier in the game. Can't go online? Join VIP
to remove all ads and videos. Trigger the weapon changes the Health and Ki gauge to the Living
Weapon gauge. As long as the gauge is active, you are impervious to damage and your close
combat attacks inflict more damage. The gauge decreases over time and when enemy attacks
land. Once the gauge is depleted its effects wear off. Each Spirit can be leveled up to 30 and
doing so improves their Protection and Living Weapon stats nominally. With patch 1. You can
alternate which is your primary spirit for living weapon as you wish. With a secondary guardian,
you not only inherit one of its halved attributes, but also get a combination attribute. This
combination attribute is determined by the dual spirits. Besides the general rule, there are also
a lot of exceptions. Some of the exceptions are pretty interesting attributes. In the video I tested
all the possible spirits combinations, trying to find out all the exceptions. Here is the complete
exception list Video :. Guardian Spirits have interesting passive abilities , which can be
unlocked by raising the Spirit Stat. Active abilities are presented in white, while locked abilities
are presented in grey, with the required Spirit Level attached in red. What should I use against
Ogress? Please let me know :D. When you get summoned via "Random Encounter" and
encounter the other player the Spirit appears and go towards them. Does it do something or is
just a cool effect? Genbu, Suzaku, Seiryu, we are missing the last one of the final fantasy legend
collection bosses! Byakko the White tiger.. I distinctly remember there being some female moth
like guardian spirit that came out of that rabbit looking boss Guardian Spirits can actually be
upgraded to Level 40 now. Extremely expensive though. You won't lose the full gauge for living
weapon however you can't use it for ten seconds after swapping. Centipede is good. I managed
to switch between my primary and secondary guardian spirit outside of the shrine, is this a
command that's mapped to a specific button because not being able to change back to my
primary spirit is messing with my build. Hope with DLCs they introduce new guardian spirits
and new weapons and armors. Sign In Help Sign Out. Toggle navigation. Search Results. Enku
DH. Nine Tails BE. Nurarihyon DH. Narikama Tanuki. Tengen Kujaku. Blue Dragon DotN.
Janomecho BE. Paired Raiken. Atlas Bear. Nekomata DotN. Join the page discussion Tired of
anon posting? Submit Submit Close. No Byakko? Load more. Fire Elementals. Water
Elementals. Wind Elementals. Earth Elementals. Lightning Elementals. Fuse-ushi is a bull spirit
that protects believers from misfortune. Bovines have long served alongside humans, providing
their strength in agriculture and other ways to support our lives. For this reasons, some
civilizations actually ban the consumption of their meat and venerate them as a sign of thanks.
Pat its stomach as a sign of respect, and the Fuse-Ushi will absorb negative Ki. The great
Kuroda Nagamasa decorated his helm with a bull ornament in hopes of becoming a fierce
warrior with a heart as gentle as the Fuse-ushi. Obtained by completing the Deep in the
Shadows main mission in the Kyushu region. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have
an account? Start a Wiki. Guardian Spirits. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Nioh Wiki.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Guardian Spirit Protection [

edit edit source ]. Living Weapon [ edit edit source ]. Attack enchancement Indicates how your
attack will be enhanced by a Living Weapon. How long a Living Weapon will last. This gauge
decreases as time goes by, if you use Ki, or when you are hit by an enemy. The higher it is, the
more you can use it. The effectiveness of a Living Weapon that is active when your health is
under a certain level. The speed at which you gain Amrita. The higher the rate, the more tha
gauge fills. When your Amrita Gauge hits maximum, you can invoke a Living Weapon. If you are
submitting a post with a spoiler in the title or where the image, video, et cetera may contain a
spoiler in the thumbnail , please use the appropriate flair when submitting. If you have earned
the "You Are Nioh" achievement, you're eligible to receive special user flair showing that! I
know plenty of players in Nioh's community are drooling over Kato, the peacock or anything
related to lightning or water damage but man, Fuse-Ushi is a beast. Looks like once earth
damage is built, the enemy is simply staggered and become a kicking bag. The bull has good
might and tanking ability while getting hit during a LW. I try to use other guardian spirits to
change things but I always come back to Fuse. Talisman is amazing also and it knocks down
most of the enemies. TK the peacock can rotate between elements by pressing triangle and
circle while in LW if you care that much about elements lol, Kato and TK are the two best
endgame GS once you've fully upgraded them. I am in third region and Fuse did not disappoint
me so far. Later maybe? No idea. I will keep using it until I find something better. I had fuse as
my secondary for a while lol. It is kind of funny sometimes; both Nioh and Nioh 2 are
exceptionally long games by comparison to the Souls series, particularly on a first playthrough,
and yet the portion of the community that's heavily invested in the gear min-maxing element of
the game basically brushes off the first hours of play as a warmup. I respect your point of view.
Tried many guardian spirits just to appreciate the work that went into them. The only one that
straight out sucks is the one from Yuki-Onna. And it sucks in Nioh2. Shame cause she was a
great boss and character but the butterflies are really underpowered. Use of this site constitutes
acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in
or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience
with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Racist, sexist, or homophobic language will
not be tolerated. All posts must be Nioh related in content, not just in the title. Avoid spoilers in
titles. If your post contains spoilers, please give it the appropriate flair. No rage or rant posts.
Please assign your post appropriate flair. No witch hunting. No name-and-shaming. Do not ask
for or offer assistance with piracy, Cheat Engine, trainers, or save-editing. Violations of the
above rules may result in a warning or ban at moderator discretion. Spoiler Tags If you are
submitting a post with a spoiler in the title or where the image, video, et cetera may contain a
spoiler in the thumbnail , please use the appropriate flair when submitting. Welcome to Reddit,
the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities.
Nioh submitted 10 months ago by cheir0n. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment!
Create an account. I wanted to share the appreciation that it deserves! Itokuro spider and
Aya-Komori bat were decent in the early levels. In Nioh , you can acquire a Guardian Spirit,
which can provide you with a set of passive stat bonuses, as well as the ability to trigger a
powerful state known as the Living Weapon. There are 22 Guardian Spirits in all to collect, and
we've compiled details on them all. You can only equip one at a time, and each has its own
distinct set of bonuses that affect your stats. For example, equipping Daiba-washi gives you
additional spirit protection, evasion Ki usage, equipment drop rate, quick attack damage, and
luck. With so many to find, we've compiled information on each one as well as details on how to
obtain them. Click ahead to find out how to obtain each Guardian Spirit, or click from the table
of contents below. Check back often as we update this gallery with more Guardian Spirits and
their location details. Be wary, there are slight spoilers for main mission names in the slides
ahead. It originates from the far southwest, where legend says that if you paint a baby's face
with the Atlas Bear's pattern on the first day it hears thunder, the Atlas Bear will protect the
child for the rest of its life. Those who the Atlas Bear protects grow up to be strong and hardy,
and are said to be able to survive danger that would most of their lives. Observers have
described it as a whirlwind of glowing needles surrounding the hapless animal. Slashing the air
in front of the horse with a sword will deflect it. On the other hand some actually venerate the
Daiba-washi, believing that these same characteristics can shield them from danger. How to
Find : Daiba-washi is one of the Guardian Spirits you can choose at the beginning of the game.
The fire-tiger itself also takes pleasure in battle, gleefully using its fans and claws to tear its
enemies apart. Many warriors venerated the fire-tiger, wishing for nothing more than to be able
to follow its example headlong into enemy territory. Ii Naomasa surely inherited his indomitable
will along with the fire-tiger from his mother Naotora, who long ran the Ii family. Bovines have
long served alongside humans, providing their strength in agriculture and other ways to
support our lives. For this reason, some civilizations actually band the consumption of their

meat and venerate them as a sign of thanks. Pat its stomach as a sign of respect, and the
Fuse-ushi will absorb negative Ki. The great Kuroda Nagamasa decorated his helm with a bull
ornament in hopes of becoming a fierce warrior with a heart as gentle as the Fuse-ushi. The
dual nature of its intertwined snake and turtle bodies have also made it a symbol of yin and
yang, and indeed, its ties to Onmyo magic are deep. Highly skilled Onmyo mages venerate
Genbu as their guardian spirit, and have mastered the many powers of water in order to
extinguish fire, which they see as an agent of chaos. How to Find : Genbu is acquired by
completing the sub-mission The inheritance. Japan is home to many legends about
moon-hares, said to be capable of great speed. Some say that when lightning flashes across the
sky, it is actually a moon-hare traveling to Earth and back. Legend has it that they spend their
time on the moon making mochi rice-cakes, or medicine; either way, these stories show them to
have kind and caring spirits, always working hard to make something useful. In time, the
moon-hare came to be seen as the guardian of travelers, who would often venerate them to help
ensure safe passage. In the famed 'Tale of the Bamboo Cutter,' one of the objects Princess
Kaguya asks her would-be suitors to acquire is a hi-nezumi fur coat. One suitor tried to take the
easy route of purchasing such a coat, and failed the task. Perhaps he would have succeeded if
he had face the challenge with enough determination that a real hi-nezumi had come to his aid.
How to Find : Hi-nezumi is acquired by completing the sub-mission Heir to the Nioh.
Pronounced 'EE-soh Nah-day,' the name means 'the sea's caress. It uses its powerful tail to
entangle and pull victims beneath the waves. By the time you feel the slightest breeze, it's
already too late. Believing its reponsible for stirring up rough seas, local sailors make offerings
to the Isonade in a prayer for calm sailing. How to Find : Isonade is one of the Guardian Spirits
you can choose at the beginning of the game. It also likes to alter their fates, taking them down
a winding path on the way to their destination. As an example, many loathe Matsunaga Hisahide
for his villainy, while others remember him as one of the most cultivated gentlemen of his
generation. Either way, his influence was huge and far-reaching, though it remains unclear to
what extent an Itokuri was involved. Foxes blessed with such power are very proud, and thus
reluctant to use it for humans, but if they should accept one as their master, they will serve with
absolute loyalty. Izuna is no exception; if anything, it has even stricter standards for who it will
serve, an will only accept only those who are proud, capable, and loyal to their own masters,
just like itself. A brave and powerful spirit whose roar reverberates like thunder. Venerated as a
holy beast that tears across the heavens and vanquishes evil, its proud figure had long been the
inspiration of many a painting, and even the occasional Noh production. It is said to only follow
those who are truly pure in heart and sharp in both mind and body, and in fact, there are very
few figures in recorded history known to have enjoyed its protection. How to Find : Kara-jishi is
acquired by completing the main mission Sekigahara. Legend has it that a she-wolf hit by a
shooting star in the first month of her pregnancy will give birth to a Kato. These fire-eating
hounds are said to cause the forest fires sparked by lighting strikes. Harbingers are said to
cause the forest fires sparked by lightning strikes. Harbingers of house-fires and other
misfortunes, Kato are venerated as servants of the God of Fire. How to Find : Kato is one of the
Guardian Spirits you can choose at the beginning of the game. Though they normally reside in
the abysses of deep rivers, it is believed that upon their death they ascend to the heavens and
transform into celestial dragons. True or not, this belief was so widespread in the Warring
States period that many aspiring warriors fervently venerated the Mizuchi. How to Find : Mizuchi
is acquired by completing the sub mission Kanbei and the Overlord. The Narikama tanuki is one
of the oldest ones still alive; he survives off spirit energy gathered from the hopes and dreams
of hard-working villagers. Adherents also believe that venerating him will prevent disasters and
bring prosperity. His most devout followers are townspeople and samurai landowners. How to
Find : Narikama Tanuki is acquired when you reach the fourth region, the Sekigahara region.
Many of the 'komainu"'statues placed in the shrines throughout Japan resemble them. When
those who would defile holy ground were struck down with divine lighting, it is the Raiken who
loosed the bolts. Legend has it that when Tachibana Ginchiyo's father, Tachibana Dosetsu,
succeeded at cutting lightning, the defeated lightning spirit transformed into a Raiken, and has
served as the Tachnibana family's guardian spirit ever since. Many of the 'komainu' statues
placed in the shrines throughout Japan resemble them. Saoirse can warn of impending danger
and sense Amrita. She has been with William since he was a child, and is both friend and family
to him now--or perhaps something more. It frequently appears before heroes to guide them to
victory. The holy deer is also the physical embodiment of the power of nature, and can heal
minor wounds almost instantly. This earned it the veneration of many low-level warriors, since
they were the first to be injured in battle. How to Find : Shinka is acquired by completing the
sub-mission Champion of the East. Sometimes conflated with the phoenix, it is said to appear
only when the current ruler is just and highly moral. Most of the time, it possesses the body of a

small bird. Its true form, a beautiful winged creature wreathed in flames, only awakens when the
current ruler is selflessly motivated to accomplish something truly great. How to Find : Suzaku
is acquired by completing the main mission Immortal Flame. Those under Kujaku's protection
will lead interesting lives full of drama and turmoil. Approximately one month before
Nobunaga's assassination at Honnoji Temple, a great comet streaked across the nighty sky;
some believe this may have actually been Tengen Kujaku. Its followers swear that venerating it
will protect you from ice and snow-related disasters. Other believe that the frost butterfly is a
manifestation of the souls of people who have lost their lives to grief or cold. Upvote 64 Leave
Blank. Load Comments 1. In Nioh, William has the unique ability to see and imbue himself with
Guardian Spirits. When his quest brings him to Japan to find the guardian that was stolen from
him, he'll have the opportunity to find others and collect yet more guardians in his adventure. A
Guardian Spirit does several things. As William fights, any Amrita gained will slowly build a
meter shown in the top left that fills the Living Weapon gauge. When it flashes full, you can
activate that Guardian Spirit's Living Weapon ability to give William temporarily invincibility and
many other offensive effects. William's health and Ki will be replaced by a blazing meter that
lowers with each attack or damage taken - but can be slightly replenished with more Amrita
gained from killing. In this mode, William is invulnerable until the meter runs out, and can use
new special attacks, or trigger new previously unavailable moves. Once the meter is used up,
the Guardian Spirit will be unavailable for a short period before the Living Weapon Gauge can
fill again. If the player dies in battle, his Guardian Spirit will leave him and guard the site of his
death and all Amrita they have accumulated thus far - which means the player will be unable to
make use of the Guardian Spirit until they retrieve it from their grave, or die again. Beyond that,
each Guardian Spirit also offers several passive Special Effects that can effect many things but note that some effects may be locked until enough points are put into the Spirit Stat. Below
you'll find a list of possible Guardian Spirits and all of their different effects they can bring:.
Kato is a fire wolf, and one of the three starting Guardian Spirits you can choose from. Isnoade
is a shark spirit, and one of the three starting Guardian Spirits you can choose from.
Daiba-washi is a hawk guardian spirit, and one of the three Guardian Spirits you can choose
from at the start of the game. Fuse-ushi is a bull Guardian Spirit. He is unlocked after
completing Mission 3: Deep in the Shadows. Mizuchi is a dragon guardian spirit, and can be
unlocked
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after completing Sub Mission 4: Kanbei and the Overlord. Raiken is an electric Shiba Dog spirit.
Paired Raiken is a dual thunder dog spirit, and will replace the single Raiken if you complete the
last sub mission in the Kyushu Region , Sub Mission 6: Invitation from the Warrior of the West.
Hi-nezumi is a rodent spirit who smokes a pipe! Aya-komori is a bat guardian spirit and can be
obtained by completing Sub Mission The Conspirators in the Chugoku Region. Nioh Wiki Guide.
Last Edited: 14 Feb am. Below you'll find a list of possible Guardian Spirits and all of their
different effects they can bring: Kato Kato is a fire wolf, and one of the three starting Guardian
Spirits you can choose from. Was this guide helpful? YES NO. In This Wiki Guide. Summary:
Nioh tells the story of a blonde-haired samurai warrior who must discover his own destiny in the
midst of war-torn 16th century Japan. Franchises: Nioh. Genres: Action. Developers: Team
Ninja. Release Date: February 7, Table of Contents.

